Editorial

On Jan 16, in the North Lawn Building of the
United Nations in New York, Norway’s Permanent
Representative to the UN, Mr Geir Pedersen, is
hosting an event that just might change the
course of negotiations on the future of sustainable
development. The meeting is based on the findings
of the Lancet Commission on Investing in Health,
“Global Health 2035: a world converging within a
generation”. Margaret Kruk, one of the commissioners
on the Global Health 2035 report, will chair a discussion
that includes the Rwandan Minister of Health,
Agnes Binagwaho, the President of the Public Health
Foundation of India, Srinath Reddy, the US Assistant
Administrator for Global Health, Ariel Pablos-Méndez,
and Gavin Yamey from the University of California,
San Francisco (who led the writing of the report). Their
task will be to map “a new pathway to close the health
gap between countries”. What might that new pathway
be? To choose the idea of grand convergence—a
reduction in preventable infectious, maternal, and
child deaths to universally low levels—as a sustainable
development goal (SDG) after 2015.
Here is the case for grand convergence as an SDG. A
paralysing weakness in the global health community is
the rivalry between diseases. The “my disease is more
important than your disease” culture dissipates energy
that should be directed towards the common goal of
achieving the right to the highest attainable standard
of health for all. But until now, except for universal
health coverage, there has been no comprehensive,
all encompassing objective that the global health
community could unite behind. Grand convergence
provides that opportunity for unity.
It is also a goal that can be easily operationalised. The
Commission concluded that one future challenge will be
the high rates of preventable mortality in low-income
countries and the poor and rural regions of middleincome nations. Around 70% of the world’s poor now
live in middle-income settings. The post-2015 era will
therefore require a much broader global and country
response than has hitherto been seen. These truly
global goals for grand convergence can be expressed
simply as 16-8-4: an under-5 mortality rate of 16 per
1000 livebirths, an annual AIDS death rate of 8 per
100 000 population, and an annual death rate from

tuberculosis of 4 per 100 000 population. These goals
can be monitored and interim targets can be set.
One of the most important advantages grand con
vergence offers is the inspiring appeal it can generate
beyond the health community. The notion that a great
prize lies within reach of our generation, the prize of
ending preventable mortality, is one that will resonate
with political leaders and the public alike. It is a simple
message to convey and it is highly motivating. A
commitment to grand convergence in no way represents
a stepping back from universal health coverage. Grand
convergence will not be achieved without universal
health coverage. Indeed, the Global Health 2035 report
proposes a pro-poor pathway to such coverage, which
begins initially by ensuring universal access, with zero user
fees, to health services for tackling preventable infectious
and reproductive, maternal, newborn, and child health
(RMNCH) conditions. The idea of grand convergence
enables one to combine simplicity—the goals of 16-8-4—
with complexity (these goals will only be reached with a
transformational health system response). And as the
health system is strengthened, so it will be prepared to
address the new epidemic of non-communicable diseases
and injuries that the grand convergence will bring the
world towards.
A further strength of Global Health 2035 is the combined
economic and health analysis. The economic rigour of
the work that underpins grand convergence, together
with the economic calculus that measures the value of
health to individuals and societies, can give decision
makers confidence that the claims being made for the
next 15–20 years are neither special pleading by the health
community nor overoptimistic advocacy. Instead, they
represent realistic achievements that are for the world to
win if it displays the commitment and courage to do so.
The case for grand convergence as an SDG will
continue to be made beyond the UN. On Jan 24,
Larry Summers (who chaired The Lancet‘s Global Health
2035 Commission), together with Bill Gates and
Linah Mohohlo (Governor of the Bank of Botswana and
also a Global Health 2035 commissioner), will make the
case for grand convergence among an influential audience
of politicians and policy makers in Davos. The opportunity
for changing the trajectory of a generation lies before us.
Can the world grasp it? n The Lancet
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